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The SLAC Linear Collider Project has two principal 
goals. The first Is to serve as a prototype for a fu
ture very high energy linear electron-positron collider. 
The second Is to quickly, at low cost, achieve suffi
cient luminosity at 100 CeV cenier-of-ma» energy to 
explore the physics of the Z°, The first seal Is Impor
tant to Hie future of electron-positron physics because 
the rapid increase of synchrotron radiation with energy 
causes the cost of circular storage ring colliders to 
increase as the square of the center-of-nsil energy 
whereas the cost of linear colliders increases only in 
proportion to the canter-of-naw energy. The second is 
Important because the existence at SLAC of a linear 
accelerator vhlctl can be converted at low cost to colli
der operation rashes possible a unique opportunity to 
quickly achieve 100 CeV center-of-Bss* collisions. At 
the design luminosity of 6,0K I D 3 0 nany thousands of Z° 
decays should be observed In each dey of operation. 

An outline of the SLC is shown In Fig, 1> In each 
pulse of the linear accelerator one bunch of electrons 
and one bunch of positrons is accelerated to SO CeV in 
the linear accelerator. Each hunch 1* 2 mm long and 
contains 5.Ox 1 0 1 0 particles. The bunches pass tbsough 
a very strongly focused beam transport system) to the 
region of the final focus. The strong focusing of the 

transport system Is necessary to keep synchrotron radi
ation from increasing the tranaveree aaictance of the 
bunches. The bunches are focused to a transverse dimen
sion of s few microns at the inunction point. After 
the interaction the transverse s-iittance of the bunches 
is grestly disrupted by bean-bean forces. The disrupted 
bunches are defltctad Into been dunpsi 

In addition to the two bunches accelerated to 
50 GeV a third bunch of electrons is eccelerated to the 
2/3 point of the accelerator during the sane llnac 
pulse. This buncb is deflected out of the accelerator 
and strikes a positron production target. The posi
trons are collected and accelerated to ZOO HeV and 
transported back to the injector end of the accelerator. 
They are then accelerated to 1,2 CeV and are injected 
into a small atorsge ring where their omittance is 
damped by synchrotron radiation, A second small stor
age ring at the sane location is used to danp the emlc-
tance of two electron bunches Injected from the elec
tron gun. The storage rings are needed because of the 
necessity to focus the beans to a transverse dimension 
of a few microns at the interaction point. Practical 
optical designs of the final focus are not consistent 
with the undamped omittance of single bunch electron 
and positron sources* 
The entire process described above Is repeated at the 
180 l!z repetition rate of the linear accelerator. The 
principal design parameters of the SLC are given in 
Table I. 

Table I. SLC Design rsrmeters 
Center-of-Hass Energy 100 GtV 

Energy Spread to.si 
Repetition Bate ISO Hi 
Particles/Bunch is 1 0 " 

Emlctance at SO CeV 3 * 10"'° radlan-metexs 
Beam Size at Collision Point 1,2*1.2 Micron 

Luminosity 6" JO 3 0 cm* set 

" \ The specification and design of the principal 
g}. \J\systeni components Is In an advanced state. A new. high 

Fig. ]. General layout of the SW.C Linear Collider 

* Supported by the Department of Energy, 
contract DE-AC03-76SFOO51S 

r-; \. power, klystron which will permit the acceleration of 
=£ ^-beans to 50 CeV in the present SLAC llnac is being 
,, developed. Two versions are under study, a SO Ml long 

pulse tube, and a 1SO-MH abort pulse tube. The first 
=7 prototype of toe JO-MW cube is being tested now. To 
'"•-, date it has produced 52.8-MVI at a beam voltage of 

c-' 320 KV with a 2-microsecond pulse length. The ISO MM 
tube will be tested ii» the near future. 

. In addition, an active research program aimed at 
determining the performance limitations of the SLC is 
presently In prcgresa. The research program has three 
major components) a high current single bunch electron 
source, a 1,2 GsV omittance damping storage ring, and 
improvements to the first 1/3 of the linear accelerator 
including a spectrometer at the 1/3 point to permit the 
transport end analysis of high current electron hunches. 

The high current electron source and the emittance 
damping storage are presently In operation. A rharge/ 
bunch of 5.0 K 1 0 " at 40 KeV and 1.0 x I0 1 0 at 960 IleV 
has been achieved. Beam has been stored In the damping 
ring and an active program of measurement is underway. 
it Is anticipated that In July, 1983, so extraction 
system for the damping ring will be Installed. In 

(Invited talk presented at the Particle Accelerator Conference, Santa Fa, Hew Mexico, March 21-23, 1*83.) 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report wu prepared as an account of work sponsored by art agency of the United Suies 
Gowrcment. Neither the United Sutes Government aw any agacy tteeof, nor any of tseif 
etitptoyee*, reajtet any warranty, express ai implied, or ausmes any legal liability or response 
bility For the accuracy, compfeteneu, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein to any specific caimcrciat product, process, or service by trade narnr, trademark, 
manufacturer, or etneratK decs not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, rccoro-
rmmbtioa, or faworinj by the United Stales Government or any agency thereof. The views 
ami opinions i f minors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United Stales Government or any agency thereof. 


